“There are none so blind as those who
will not see. The most deluded people
are those who choose to ignore what
they already know”.
~ John Heywood – 1546 ~

CANADA
Canada’s ‘Corrupt’ Court Challenges Program is
Back
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s Liberal government announced
Tuesday that it is reviving and expanding the controversial Court
Challenges Program (CCP), which uses taxpayer dollars to fund groups who
want to change existing laws by re-writing the Canadian Charter of Rights.
The previous Conservative government scrapped the program, which has
been called “one of the most corrupt, discriminatory and biased programs
developed in Canada.”
http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/08/canadas-corrupt-court-challengesprogram-is-back/

Canadian Government Preparing To Silence Anyone
Who Criticizes Islam
Blocking free speech from any criticism of Islam under the guise of
Islamophobia is sure to have a chilling effect on free speech, and only in
support of a single religion. This is how political Islam plans to grow, by
manipulating the laws against discrimination to shield itself from criticism.
It has worked across Europe where opinions critical of Islam are either
silenced or prosecuted, and it is now threatening to engulf Canada in its
warm, suffocating embrace.
http://prophecynewswatch.com/article.cfm?recent_news_id=1000

Canada’s Surrender to Islamic Blasphemy Laws?
Christine Williams, an award-winning journalist and a columnist at
JihadWatch.org., discusses why it seems the Canadian Parliament is
moving Canada toward Sharia.
http://politichicks.com/2017/02/canadas-surrender-islamic-blasphemylaws/

Please continue to support us in fighting the
pending bill M-103. below is the link for letter
writing information.

http://www.actforcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/PENDING-BILL-M-103URGENT-REQUEST-TO-WRITE-LETTERS.pdf

At funeral for Quebec mosque shooting victims,
Trudeau calls for ‘leading the fight against
injustice’
A mass shooting that killed six men at a Quebec mosque is a grim reminder
that hateful words seeking to exclude or demean others can have tragic
consequences, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau told a funeral service Friday
for three of the victims.“It’s high time those behind these messages —
whether they are politicians, radio or TV hosts or other public personalities
— realize the harm their words can cause,” Trudeau said, prompting a
wave of applause. Wondering where the Canadian flags are?
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2017/02/03/second-funeral-forquebec-mosque-shooting-victims-to-be-held-today.html

Where are the Canadian flags?

Questions Remain As Shifting Narrative, Conflicting
Testimony Indicates Cover Up in Quebec Terror
Incident
The insistence of the Canadian government that the Quebec mosque
shooting was perpetuated by a “lone wolf” stands in opposition to
statements made by eyewitnesses at the event and information about the
number of weapons confiscated by police after the tragedy. It also raises
broader questions about Justin Trudeau’s determination to prioritize the
safety of the Canadian people
http://disobedientmedia.com/questions-remain-as-shifting-narrativeconflicting-testimony-indicate-cover-up-in-quebec-terror-incident/

UPDATE: Quebec Mosque Attack Motive
Faith Goldy has been investigating the deadly attack on a Quebec City
mosque for TheRebel.media. The question of motive remains elusive...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RY863otatKs

Muslim leaders ask for national day of
remembrance to mark mosque shooting
A coalition of Canadian Muslim leaders, led by Ihsaan Gardee, the
executive director of the National Council of Canadian Muslims (formerly
CAIR-Canada), wants the federal government to recognize the day of the
Quebec City mosque shooting as a national day of remembrance and
action against Islamophobia. Gardee called on lawmakers to turn that
concern into action. The letter outlined concrete steps that all three levels
of government can take to curb systemic racism, and more
specifically, Islamophobia.
Read Open Letter here.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/muslim-leaders-ask-for-nationalday-of-remembrance-to-mark-mosque-shooting-1.3972020

A call for a “National Day of Remembrance and
Action on Islamophobia”
National Council of Canadian Muslims (formerly CAIR-CAN) urges the
Parliament to declare January 29 as the “National Day of Remembrance
and Action on Islamophobia”. NCCM and its partners also call on all MPs to
support the “anti-Islamophobia” motion, tabled by MP Iqra Khalid, to be
voted on in Parliament February 16, 2017.
http://en.cijnews.com/?p=194547

Quebec imam prays: “O Allah, destroy the accursed
Jews…O Allah, kill them one by one”
Those are among the regular prayers being recited at Al Andalous Islamic
Center in Montreal by Imam Sayed AlGhitawi. He also pleaded with “Allah
to support the mujahideen (Muslims who engage in jihad) in Palestine and
to inflict total destruction on the Jews.” There are others like him who are
being permitted in Canada to spread messages of violence and conquest,
while Canada is pushing through another anti-Islamophobia motion in
Parliament that takes aim at free speech, specifically at any criticism of
Islam. ACT for Canada published an important report on the motions,
including our coverage at Jihad Watch; see here.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/02/quebec-imam-prays-o-allah-destroythe-accursed-jews-o-allah-kill-them-one-by-one

Canadian Immigration Minister Will Do ‘Opposite’
Of U.S.
“As more and more countries are taking a different approach, of closing
their borders, or not being open to new people or ideas, we’ve chosen the
opposite approach, which is being open to ideas, being open to people,
being open to talent, being open to skills and investments and we’ll
continue to have that tradition,” he said. Hussen was born in Somalia, one
of the countries subject to Trump’s travel freeze, and has increasingly been
strident in his criticism of U.S. policy.

http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/04/canadian-immigration-minister-will-doopposite-of-u-s/#ixzz4Xv8hyEk8

Stop calling feminists ‘Islamophobic’ for fighting
for the right of Muslim women not to
cover themselves by Lise Ravary
“Since 9/11 some of us, including politicians in Quebec, have been
obsessed by what certain Muslim women choose to wear. Fashion meets
bigotry. Why anybody who is not Muslim cares is beyond my grasp.” These
lines, written and read on the air last week by Michael Enright, the oh-soPC bespectacled and bow tied host of CBC radio’s Sunday Edition, sent me
in a tailspin. Islamic head and face coverings for women are a hot button
in Quebec, more so than in the rest of Canada, because they’re seen to
represent inequality. It always makes me angry in the summer heat to see
a woman covered head to toe while her husband wears shorts and a Tshirt.
http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/lise-ravary-stop-callingfeminists-islamophobic-for-fighting-for-the-right-of-muslim-women-not-tocover-themselves

Trudeau says Canada will take refugees banned by
U.S.
Trudeau reacted to Trump’s ban of Muslims from certain countries by
tweeting Saturday: “To those fleeing persecution, terror & war, Canadians
will welcome you, regardless of your faith. Diversity is our strength
#WelcomeToCanada.”
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/trudeau-canada-refugees-bannedu-s/#

Backlash against Trudeau’s Syrian Refugee Policy
after multiple young girls sexually assaulted in
Edmonton Water Park

Water park sex attacks on young infidel girls at public pools are rampant in
Europe post-invasion. Why wouldn’t Canada take precautionary measures,
or do Prime Minister Trudeau and his left wing Islamic apologists believe
our daughters should be sexually sacrificed on the altar of dhimmitude and
sharia? And if so, why? It was in Edmonton, Canada that our honor killing
awareness ads were removed because four or five Muslims complained
that calling attention to Islamic honor killings was Islamophobic. Clearly
Muslim supremacists have been imposing their mores in Edmonton for
some time now.
http://pamelageller.com/2017/02/canada-muslim-sex-attacks-water-parktrudeau.html/

Syrian refugee attacks girls at West Edmonton Mall
pool — and CBC treats him as the victim (Full
monologue)
Here's what I said about one of Justin Trudeau's Syrian refugees on
Thursday night — and how the media "reported" on this case of serial
sexual assault at one of Canada's most popular family friendly places.
http://www.therebel.media/syrian_refugee_attacks_girls_at_west_edmonto
n_mall_pool_and_cbc_treats_him_as_the_victim

Is Justin Trudeau ‘Trumpable'?
The propaganda in this country is relentless, supporting a growing welfare
regime, Muslim immigration, judicial activism, and identity politics favoring
“gender equity,” priming a dysfunctional aboriginal (aka “First Nations”)
clientage at enormous cost to the public treasury, and promoting a
fraudulent “rape culture” and “diversity”-mad academy rapidly going
bankrupt in more ways than one. At the same time, the campaign of
vilification targeting public figures not in step with the reigning ideological
orthodoxy proceeds without intermission.
https://pjmedia.com/blog/is-justin-trudeau-trumpable/

Raheel Raza Hopes To Be The Muslim Extremists
Hate Most

Activism is never easy – you go against the flow and the status quo. It's
doubly challenging if you happen to be a woman. I do this work for the
future of the next generation. This is for a better world for my children and
grandchildren. In a way I am very spiritual and I believe that each one of
us is answerable to the creator about what we did when the world was
burning. I can sleep at night knowing I am doing my part. The backlash
against me is a very small drop in the ocean of work that has to be done,
so I continue despite the challenges.
http://www.investigativeproject.org/5775/raheel-raza-hopes-to-be-themuslim-extremists

ImmigrationMigration
A Maniac is Running Our Foreign Policy (It's Not
Trump) by Ann Coulter
Read the list of the anti-American immigration groups assiduously dragging
the Third World to our shores -- while you were busy working. Look at that
list -- look at Judge Robart's ruling! -- and ask yourself: Is it possible that
anything short of a total immigration moratorium can save this country?
Only when there is no immigration to bellyache about will these nuts be
forced to think of a new way to destroy America.
http://www.truthrevolt.org/commentary/coulter-maniac-running-ourforeign-policy-its-not-trump

Are these Pennsylvania Christians wearing hijabs in
solidarity with sharia-promoting Muslims?
If the CWS workers are so enamored of Islamic culture, let them go to
Syria to help people firsthand, as naïve aid worker Kayla Mueller did,
spending the remainder of her short life as a sex slave. But don't try to
import that hostile, misogynist culture in to America and then tell us you're
acting for the good of mankind. A halt to refugee arrivals meant a halt to
some federal funding, which meant budget cuts. A skeletal staff? How

about a zombie staff, because their mindless attentiveness to bringing
sharia adherents here on a conveyor belt is harming our society?
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/02/are_these_pennsylvania_c
hristians_wearing_hijabs_in_solidarity_with_shariapromoting_muslims.html
#ixzz4Y0gKBLt9

The Media
Islam and the Propaganda War In Print and Online
The times are very different from those of the Cold War, and print
publication is no longer the main way to disseminate information. Now it is
a question of posting online, and reaching audiences of tens of millions
rather than tens of thousands, a reach that could never have been
imagined even twenty years ago. But it will still be up to private parties to
ensure that these Islamic texts, and the critical commentaries on them,
and the major works by articulate ex-Muslims and other major critics of
Islam (including Robert Spencer, as the prime mover of Jihad Watch), are
faithfully translated into nearly twenty languages, including the eight major
languages of Muslim peoples, and then making sure that all of these
translations are attractively presented and easy to find online, as part of
what is already the first great cyberwar.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/02/hugh-fitzgerald-islam-and-thepropaganda-war-part-i-in-print-and-online

Freedom of Speech
American Muslim Who Targeted the Muhammad Art
Contest in Texas Gets 30 Years
Of his sentence, Geller said, “This attack was a declaration of war in the
homeland. Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem should have gotten a life sentence at
Gitmo. Freedom of speech is the foundation of a free society. Without it, a
tyrant can wreak havoc unopposed, while his opponents are silenced.”
Bosch Fawstin was one of the targets and winner of the drawing contest.
He was raised in a Muslim family but escaped the extremism after reading
Ayn Rand.
http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/american-muslim-who-targetedmuhammad-art-contest-texas-gets-30-years

Calling Trump a Nazi is its own kind of Holocaust
denial
President Trump has done some rash, bad things since he took power
three weeks ago. But his critics have done something rasher. Something
even more bereft of reason than Trump’s orders and tweets. Something

more likely to stoke prejudice. They’ve reduced the Holocaust to a meme.
They have used and abused the greatest crime in history to underscore
their contempt for Trump, comparing him to Hitler, talking of his travel ban
in the same breath as the Nazis’ persecution of Jews, warning darkly that
‘we know how this ends’.
http://www.spiked-online.com/newsite/article/calling-trump-a-nazi-is-itsown-kind-of-holocaust-denial/19433

Around the World
France
Annihilating Art and Civilization
When a jihadist attacked the Louvre Museum in Paris he intended to do
more than kill people. He carried paint bombs. His intent was to destroy
the finest art of Western civilization. Why art? Art that involves animals or
humans is forbidden in the Sharia. Art is the work of Kafirs and is part of
jahiliyya (civilization of ignorance). Islam annihilates a civilization piece by
piece and leaves nothing of its native roots. Civilizational jihad destroys the
very cultural history of every nation it comes into contact with. We see the
jihadist annihilation of museums and ancient architecture for the same
reason. This civilizational war has been this way for 1400 years.
https://www.politicalislam.com/annihilating-art-civilization/

Israel
A beautiful friendship by Caroline Glick
Next week can be the beginning of a new era in Israel’s relations with the
US. But to make the most of this unprecedented opportunity, Israel needs
to recognize its role as America’s ally. It must take the necessary steps to
perform that role, and it must free the administration from the shackles of
the PLO while securing its long-term interests in Judea and Samaria
unilaterally, and quietly.
http://carolineglick.com/a-beautiful-friendship/

The Netherlands
Geert Wilders schools BBC journalist who asks if
he’s a fascist
Oh BBC, Journalist John Sweeney asks “Some say you’re a bit of a fascist?”
after which Geert Wilders, leader of the Dutch Party for Freedom carefully
dissects this slanderous claim, and turns it around by stating it’s actually
Islam in its totalitarian form that’s reminiscent of the 20th century fascist
regimes. Meanwhile, Geert Wilders is still leading in the polls for the
upcoming national election on March 15.
https://gatestone.eu/wilders-schools-bbc/

United States
Three Muslim Brothers, IT Professionals Fired from
Capitol Hill for Spying – Funneled House Data to
External Server
Brothers Imran, Abid, and Jamal Awan and Hina Alvi, Imran’s wife, each
made $160,000 a year as information technology workers for the House.
Their salaries and time were shared among dozens of Democratic

members, including former Democratic National Committee Chairman Rep.
Debbie Wasserman Schultz of Florida. The lawmakers also include
members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs.
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/02/three-muslim-brothersprofessionals-fired-capitol-hill-spying-funneled-house-data-external-servervideo/

The Database President Donald Trump Must Secure
by Philip Haney
Just before that Christmas Day attack, in early November 2009, I was
ordered by my superiors at the Department of Homeland Security to delete
or modify several hundred records of individuals tied to designated Islamist
terror groups like Hamas from the important federal database, the
Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS). These types of
records are the basis for any ability to “connect dots.” Every day, DHS
Customs and Border Protection officers watch entering and exiting many
individuals associated with known terrorist affiliations, then look for
patterns.
http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2017/02/the-database-president-donaldtrump.html

Obama’s Muslim Brotherhood Ties EXPOSED Since
He’s Left Office
The evidence against Obama and his ties to radical Islam keeps growing
even after he left office. Now we have bombshell proof he was actively
betraying America in office. “The work in America is a kind of grand jihad
in eliminating and destroying the western civilization from within and
sabotaging its miserable house by their hands and the hands of the
believers so it is eliminated and Islam religion is made victorious over all
other religions” said Brigitte Gabriel.
http://en-volve.com/2017/02/03/obamas-muslim-brotherhood-tiesexposed-since-hes-left-office

A Muslim Brotherhood Security Breach in Congress
Congressional Republicans must take the lead in cleaning house. If they
cannot do so, President Trump must step in. At stake are the security of
our nation and the safety of our troops. The Democrats may have
abandoned their responsibility to our brave men and women, from the
battlefield to the VA, but those elected officials who still believe that their
sacrifices matter cannot remain silent. The swamp that allowed Andre
Carson and the Awan brothers inappropriate access must be drained.
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/265729/muslim-brotherhood-securitybreach-congress-daniel-greenfield

House Panel: ‘Insider Threat’ of Jihadi Employees
on the Rise at U.S. Airports
“America’s airports and aircraft remain vulnerable to attack and exploitation
by nefarious individuals,” the investigation report reads, adding that the
“troubling reality” is that “current security standards would likely fail to
prevent a determined adversary with insider access from causing harm to
an airport or aircraft.”
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2017/02/07/house-report-u-sairports-increasingly-vulnerable-rising-insider-threats/amp/

Other Articles
Trojan Horses in Women’s Movement by Khadija
Khan
It must be so convenient, while marching on Washington DC, to advocate
that other women — far away — be genitally mutilated, married off in
childhood, and domestically beaten and violated — and all the while, in the
safe confines of Washington, to stay silent on issues of truly massive
abuse: floggings; acid burnings; chopping off limbs or heads, or burning,
drowning or burying people alive. These women in hijabs marching on
Washington DC do not have to live in this “Utopia.” They are comfortably
living in the “infidel West’, protected from such barbarity.

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/9913/islamists-womens-movement

Muslims Show How To Force Sharia Law On NonBelievers

They don’t mince words. They speak in clear English exactly what their
intentions are. Don’t remain a part of the silent majority. Become aware
and make others aware. It is the only way to keep this horrible nightmare
from continuing to become a reality.
http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/moslems-explain-how-to-force-sharialaw-on-non-believers/

Study: ‘Forget about lone wolves, Islamic State is
in command’
On February 4 2017, the New York Times published a lengthy, investigative
report by Rukmini Callimachi on IS control of various terrorist plots around
the world. Termed ‘enabled’ or ‘remote-controlled attack’ by
counterterrorism experts, targets and method are determined by handlers
in IS-controlled areas, while they instruct operatives through the internet,
all the while remaining anonymous:
https://gatestone.eu/is-puppetmaster/

Bring Back the House Un-American Activities
Committee
A reborn House of Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) could
investigate the role of foreign elements such as the Muslim Brotherhood,
George Soros and the European Union in influencing our political system
and promoting subversive messages. Then we could look at the Hollywood
movie studios putting out anti-American movies with Chinese and Qatari
funding. And the foreign funding for some of our "civil rights groups". If
Roby wants to open the door to that, let's do it. Otherwise, like the left's
whining about the influence of money on the political system, while
refusing to agree to do anything about the money being spent by their
unions and billionaires, he can shut up.
http://www.frontpagemag.com/point/265749/bring-back-house-unamerican-activities-committee-daniel-greenfield

YouTubes

Canada ponders new blasphemy law
Barbara Kay of TheRebel.media warns that Parliament's M-103 to fight
"Islamophobia" will stifle free speech.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2LK4Tlo7eM

Must Watch: 1400 yrs of Islam history in a few
minutes
Islam - The Undeniable Truth - A quick lesson in the history of Islam Brigitte Gabriel.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guXBTgAxhIw

Ann Coulter on CTV News
Ann Coulter on immigration.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh1UbJBasfY&feature=youtu.be

How the Left is Helping the Muslim Right
Asra Nomani, author of the book Standing Alone and co-founder of the
Muslim Reform Movement, on why the leftist media and Muslim right are
creating anti-American hysteria and fostering the Islamist agenda.
https://www.clarionproject.org/videos/how-left-helping-muslim-right
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